UNAMIR FORCE HQ
OUTGOING FACSIMILE

25 FEB 1994

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TO: ANNAN, UNATIONS, NEW YORK</th>
<th>FROM: J.-R. BOCH-BOCH, SRS, UNAMIR, KIGALI, RWANDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFO: SITUATION CENTRE, DPKO, NEW YORK</td>
<td>FAX: (212) 963 9053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAX: 001 963 9053</td>
<td>FAX: (250) 84265</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUBJECT: DAILY SITREP 24FEB TO 25FEB 94.

NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THIS COVER: FOUR

DIRECT

1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.
2. REGARDS.
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

BITREP COVERING PERIOD 240600H FEB TO 250600H FEB 94.

1. **Current Situation.** Observed to be tense. The security situation in Rwanda and in particular Kigali City is normalizing. There were few road blocks, shooting incidents and one/two grenade explosions at Kigali City. Very less injuries (five) reported to the UNAMIR Field Hospital. Few BANDITRY INCIDENTS took place in various places in the town. Several shops closed earlier because of expected demonstrations after the funeral of late PSD Minister, Mr. Felicien Gatamazi. This funeral was the main event of the day. It took place in Butare without any incident. RPF leaders went with FC with their and Gendarmerie and returned safely; they were hailed by populations all along the route in a most impressive display of gay at seeing them. The whole occasion was monitored by RGF/Gendarmerie and Milor for security and smooth operation of funeral services. They did an excellent job. Also used extensively UNAMIR helicopter for route observation.

2. **Political Activities.** Transitional Institutions still not installed. Negotiations going on.

3. **Factional Activities.**
   
   A. **RGF.** NTR.
   
   B. RPF. The dead body of the RPF Soldier who has been killed in the ambush at Gaddapi road junction at night on 22 FEB 94 has been sent back to Mulindi.
   
   C. **Others.**
   
   (1) Tense situation observed in the village mbazi close to Butare where the President of CDA party Mr. Martin Bucyana was killed on 23 FEB 94. The funeral of the late President of CDA will take place today in village Mbururu at Cyangugu. Members of CDA party have announced to retaliate the murder of their President in the village where he has been killed. Government has imposed curfew at Cyamugo for 24 hours.
   
   (2) On 241415 FEB 94 one German person was attacked by the bandits at his house at Kigali area.
   
   (3) On 24 FEB 94 some bandits kept one family as hostage at Gikondo.
   
   (4) At Gisenye two houses were attacked at 1930 hours and 2030 hours by grenades. Investigation is going on.
   
   (5) Rwandese Authority imposed curfew in Kigali City from 241900 hours to 250500 hours.
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4. OWN MILITARY ACTIVITIES.

A. FORCE HQ. FORCE COMMANDER WENT TO BUTARE TO ATTEND THE FUNERAL OF LATE MINISTER OF PUBLIC WORKS AND NATIONAL SECRETARY OF THE PSD PARTY OF RWANDA MR. GATAKAZI. AT 231530 FEB 94 BRITISH HIGH COMMISSIONER OF UGANDA PAID A VISIT TO UNAMIR HEADQUARTERS AND HE MET SRSG AND FORCE COMMANDER RESPECTIVELY.

B. UNMIR. THE UNMIR OPERATION AREA IS CALM. THE NEW A/CMO HAS ARRIVED TO KABALE ON 23 FEB 94 IN THE AFTERNOON. A/CMO STARTED A FAMILIARIZATION TOUR TO THE AREA WEST. THE INCOMING A/CMO ACCOMPANIED BY OTTOCING A/CMO VISITED KISIRO AND CHANIKIA ON 24 FEB 94. AT SECTOR KABALE ON 24 FEB AT 1230 HOURS A PATROL AT LUBIRIZI AREA HEARD A SOUND OF ARTILLERY SHELLING FROM A DISTANCE OF 400 METER FROM RPF POST AT KASHEKYE. SMOKE FROM THE SHELLING WAS ALSO VISIBLE. CIVILIANS BORDER CROSSING AT GATUNA:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FROM UGANDA INTO RWANDA</th>
<th>FROM RWANDA INTO UGANDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24 FEB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 VEHICLES CROSSED THE BORDER WITH 19 PASSENGERS (ALL MEN)</td>
<td>7 VEHICLES CROSSED THE BORDER WITH 18 PASSENGERS (1 MAN AND 17 WOMEN). ONE VEHICLE CARRIED A PHOTOCOPY MACHINE. APART FROM THIS NOTHING SIGNIFICANT WAS FOUND.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. IMIR. CARRIED OUT ROUTINE PATROL WITHIN AOR, ALSO CARRIED OUT LONG RANGE PATROL (LRF) TO RUKENGURI, CYABINGO AND NYUNDO. BYUBATI (GHANA BATTALION) CARRIED OUT FOOT PATROL FROM NAKIRABA AND ESTABLISHED A TEMPORARY CAMP AT OR A 660392. ESTABLISHED CHECK POINTS AT RUKUGO. A MAN FROM KABINDI (A 6539) HANDED OVER A HAND GRENADE TO PATROL TEAM AT CHECK POINT. FORCE ENGR COY (BANGLADESH) PROVIDED SECURITY AT NGOONDOR. TEAM A PROVIDED ESCORT TO AICP FOR DISTRIBUTION OF FOOD AND MEDICINE AT GITARE (A7345). AT ABOUT 1430 HOURS SECURITY DETACHMENT AT NGOONDOR HEARD A LONG BURST OF 8 TO 10 ROUNDS FIRE NEAR THE MEETING PLACE. ON INVESTIGATION IT WAS FOUND THAT RPF CHECK POINT CARRIED OUT TEST FIRE ON ONE OF THEIR LMG WHICH WAS OUT OF ORDER. ACCORDING TO LOCAL RGF COMMANDER SGT LUTHAI SHE THAT IT WAS INTENTIONAL. HOWEVER, NO DAMAGE OCCURRED.

D. MILOR. SIX UMRO TEAMS CONDUCTED ESCORTS FOR FUNERAL OF MR. GATAKAZI, MINISTER OF PUBLIC WORKS AND NATIONAL SECRETARY OF THE PSD PARTY, FROM KIGALI TO BUTARE. NO INCIDENTS REPORTED.

1. RPF SECTOR. ROUTINE PATROL CARRIED OUT. NO INCIDENTS REPORTED.

2. RGF SECTOR. ROUTINE PATROL CARRIED OUT. NO INCIDENTS REPORTED.
(3) SOUTHERN SECTOR. SITUATION IN BUTARE HAS NORMALIZED. MILIB TEAM AT CYANGUGU REPORTED THAT ON NIGHT 24/25 FEB THE ROAD LEADING TO RUTZI HAS BEEN BLOCKED. THE TEAM ALSO RECEIVED AN INFORMATION ABOUT KILLING OF ONE PERSON IN THE COMMUNE OF CYIMBogo APPROXIMATELY 25 KM SOUTH-WEST OF CYANGUGU. INVESTIGATION IS GOING ON. TEAM ALSO REPORTED THAT A GROUP OF TUTSI REFUGEES IN THE REFUGEE CAMP IN BAKU IN ZAIRE IS PLANNING RETALIATE THE BURNING OF THEIR BROTHER'S HOUSE IN CYANGUGU.

5. UNPOL. SITUATION IS COMPARATIVELY COMING TO THE NORMALIZATION. ON 24 FEB 94 AT 1410 HOURS UNPOL HQ WAS INFORMED ABOUT KIDNAPPING OF THE AUSTRIAN MR. SCHOLLER KURT. THE POLICE COMMISSIONER AND THREE MILICENS WENT TO THE HOUSE OF MR. SCHOLLER KURT AT REMIRA. THERE WERE ABOUT ONE HUNDRED LOCALS IN FRONT OF THE HOUSE. THEY SAID HIS GUARD WAS ARMED WITH A PISTOL. THE LOCAL GENDARMERIE WAS PRESENT AND EXPLAINED TO THE CROWD THAT THEY ARE INVESTIGATING THE CASE IN PRESENT OF UNPOL. AT THIS TIME THE GUARD WAS UNARMED SO THE GENDARMERIE MADE A HOUSE SEARCHING WHERE A PISTOL (STORM RUGER) AND ONE MAGAZINE FILLED WITH 15 ROUNDS AMMUNITION WERE FOUND. DURING INVESTIGATION AT SCENE OF THE ALLEGED KIDNAPPING SCHOLLER CARRIED A PISTOL (GLOCK 17) BOTH FIRE ARMS ARE LEGAL BUT WERE CONFISCATED BY THE LOCAL GENDARMERIE. APPROXIMATELY 20 LOCAL GENDARMES WERE PRESENT. DURING THE ACTION TO PROTECT MR. SCHOLLER OF FURTHER ATTACKS KIATI (BELGIAN) WAS INFORMED AND BASED NEAR HIS HOUSE. UNPOL HAS PARTICIPATED AT THE FUNERAL OF THE MINISTRY PELICEN Mr. GABABAZI AT BUTARA. THE WHOLE SITUATION WAS CALM.

6. HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES. NTR.

7. CIVIL AFFAIRS. NTR.

8. LOGISTICS. OPERATIONAL SITUATION REMAINS DIFFICULT DUE TO DELAY IN ADEQUATE VEHICLES AND RADIOS. THE LOGISTICS AND ENGINEER COMPANY VEHICLES/EQUIPMENT IS BEING PREPARED. THERE IS STILL NO WORD ON THE VEHICLES/EQUIPMENT THAT WERE DEFICIENT FROM THEIR COUNTRY'S CAPABILITIES.

9. MISCELLANEOUS. NTR.